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About This Game

In a world where most of humanity spends their waking life inside VR, one corporation has vast control over the planet. To
ensure the freedom of humanity, you must enter the private simulation of an inventor long-thought dead.

Roomscale Gameplay

Have you ever played an old wooden marble-maze that you tilt to move the marble toward the goal? Imagine that you had a huge
one that you walked around on top of, and the maze tilted with your body weight. That's the basic idea that inspired the

gameplay of Tilted Mind. There are 6 mazes you must beat in order to win the game.

Features

The game can be played with optional body tracking if you have 3 Vive Trackers in addition to your 2 controllers.
Attach one Vive Tracker to the top of each foot and one to your back on your belt. (Calibrate the body after the intro
video has played by pressing down in the menu and choosing "Recalibrate Body.") If you want to try body tracking and
have only 2 Vive Trackers, you can still try it, but it's not optimized for 2 Trackers.

Optional "Comfort Mode" that lets you play without the maze tilting--the ball gets pulled towards an arrow extending
from your remote.
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Title: Tilted Mind
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Paul Svelmoe
Publisher:
Paul Svelmoe
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 (possibly Windows 8.1)

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Oculus Touch support through SteamVR

English
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Playing the scenario, Surf\u2019s Up, which comes with this DLC was fun and challenging. Well worth the money I have
spent.. \u30d0\u30a4\u30aa\u30cf\u30b6\u30fc\u30c94. its a pretty unforgiving game and it *will* take you a couple of deaths
to fully learn the ropes of thise game, but ultimately its an awesome experience especially for lovers of the resource
management (rust or ark) style survival games. I love this locomotive alot! It looks great and it's got good engine sounds. I don't
exactly like the horn but it's a good one. It's got all the usual fetures DTM has(opening doors and windows, etc). Lots of great
rollingstock is included: 89ft TOFC cars, airslide hoppers, 70 ton coal gons, boxcars and grain hoppers along with a cabless
GP30 B unit. I recomend this add-on!. There is nothing about this game that stands out in difference to any other game of its
genre. In fact... there are better games in this genre then this one. I'd really think about this one before buying and look around
to see what else is on offer and only buy it if you've "beaten" everything else.. Let me preface this by saying that all of the
expansions in the Kingdom Expansion Bundle are good, and that it's definitely worth going for the bundle instead of purchasing
each map expansion individually.
Having both the City and Dungeon expansions unlocks the Deep Realms free DLC - a set of fun mini-dungeons with cool
rewards that connect the eastern edge of the City and the western edge of the Dungeon.

The City Expansion on its own adds a a ton of new mechanics, followers, and equipment to the game - but my favorite so far are
the pets.

I had a game where someone tried to insta-kill me by using the Medium to drop the King of the Dead right on top of me.
My pet skunk Stinker sprayed him in the face and repelled him to the next space over :D

. Love this game ! Graphics are very tidy and I think this style of graphics always works well with VR. Plays smooth and the
guns have a nice feel to them - accurate and the reloading mechanism works very well. I also love the look of the zombies, some
really nice details on them.

If you like Unturned and like playing VR this is the closest you'll get to merging the two. It does need a lot more work and I do
hope more people will buy this and support the developers so this can be made into something great.

Lets see so more good solid update please ! Some multiplayer, some building, maybe vehicles ? keep it up !
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I have every intention of writing a much more detailed review of Who Am I: The Tale of Dorothy once I have more time in the
game, but I chose not to delay communicating my immediate impressions for even a day. This game is simply fascinating, and
very challenging. Some players might see this is a personal journey. Others may see it as a very human oriented puzzle game.
(And some may just be bored and confused, and they may be the ones that will benefit the most from this inexpensive gem.)

Dorothy is a 14-year old girl inhabited by several very divergent personalities, and you are a psychologist who can only
communicate with her during dreams. Obviously, each personality must be dealt with in a very specific manner, and saying the
wrong thing might shut down that conversation entirely. Each day Dorothy has experiences that effect how the various
conversations might best be directed during that night's dreams.

The goal of WAI:TTOD is to find peace for Dorothy, but very carefully and cautiously. Not only is integration with every
personality required fro successful completion, but Dorothy must be carefully protected from too much shock and surprise
without adequate preparation and time.

An interesting, heartfelt and challenging game at a remarkable price, even when not on sale. Please, at least take a look and see
if it might be a game to help you gain understanding of delicate human interaction, and of the pain that all humans suffer within.

Thank you.. Starts off as a decent puzzle game with simple yet appealing visuals. My issue was that rather than get more
complex the puzzles just get more annoying by trying to not have the blocks collide.. It entertained me for a while. It's a couple
small steps from being a great game... Worth getting if it is on sale.. Very fun take on the Lethal League formula. Spacing the
characters out and making it top down makes the game much more friendly for 3/4 players. The pixel art is very pretty and the
soundtrack is fantastic. Must have for any 4 player local enthusiasts. Especially on sale.. It's somewhat deceaving to be honest.
Sure it's cool, the different type of variations of the same cars. However this not near compared to actually doing "MODS". I
was under the belief that you would be able to to motor swaps from let's just say..simple i4 sohc to a i6\/v8\/v6 swap, or even
tune the different ways to lower\/raise the vehicle. Honestly I would not recomment this dlc as it does seem deceaving on what
you can actually do to the cars. It's basically..go to the auction house, buy a maluch that the standard engine, then the next one in
line is a rwd rear mounted v8 drag car version..which you would think by buying this dlc you would just be able to use the basic
maluch and do an engine swap? Nah. It's cool, but not what was expected. Also, the widebody munich in the "dlc" pic, I have yet
to even see that... I tried playing this game, But I can't. Please understand that I have nothing against the game itself, the
storyline or even the gameplay. It's the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing voice that keeps on talking and it's annoying as hell. I
can't stand to play it with that, if the devs decide to actually remove that I'll try to play the game again and discard this negative
review.. Simple geometry game.
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